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Abstract
Real-world problem solving requires integrated problem solving skills. However, in reality, various problem solving techniques have been covered in separate courses in computer science (or other Information Technology-related) curriculum, leaving little time for students to apply learned knowledge together. The advent of E-technology provides an excellent opportunity to change this. In particular, in this paper we take a look at the issue of using ontologies to enable integrated problem solving. We start with a general review on ontologies, pointing out the dual role of ontologies as an e-technology in education. We then focus on the role of ontologies for integrated problem solving by reviewing our recent experiences from a number of student projects in database management system (DBMS), artificial intelligence (AI), data mining (DM) and other senior level courses, pointing out the important role of ontology as a common theme to thread various aspects related to intelligent information systems. These projects have shown exploring ontology-related aspects is an effective way for students to develop skills in integrated problem solving.
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1. Introduction

It has long been noted that integrated heuristic decision making is the key for success of intelligent problem solving. Several levels of the integration have been identified (Chen, 1999):

• **Integrated tools**: Here integration is taken care by the commercial tools themselves. This level of integration is convenient for the users, but it offers little flexibility and controllability to them.
• **Integrated use of existing methods**: Here the methods have been developed, but the task of integration is left to the user.
• **Integrated thinking**: This is the most advanced level of integration, and is the most important idea deserving endorsement. Integrated thinking refers to an
ability of problem solving guided by appropriate heuristics to employ existing techniques or to develop new methods.

In this paper, we apply this line of thinking to integrated intelligent problem solving process, which involves building intelligent agents (Russell and Norvig 2002). Bieńkowski (1998) characterized an agent as “rethink thinking: autonomy, environmental interaction, and reaction.” Integrated thinking is the most important aspect of this kind of rethinking.

However, in reality, various problem solving techniques have been covered in separate courses in computer science curriculum, leaving little time for students to apply learned knowledge together. The advent of E-technology provides an excellent opportunity to change this. In particular, in this paper we take a look at the issue of using ontologies to enable integrated problem solving. We start with a general review on ontologies, pointing out the dual role of ontologies as an e-technology in education. We then focus on the role of ontologies for integrated problem solving by reviewing our recent experiences from a number of student projects in database management system (DBMS), artificial intelligence (AI), data mining (DM) and other senior level courses, pointing out the important role of ontology as a common theme to thread various aspects related to intelligent information systems. These projects have shown exploring ontology-related aspects is an effective way for students to develop skills in integrated problem solving.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review basics of ontology and the role of ontologies as an enabling e-technology in education. In Section 3 we summarize student projects illustrating four important aspects related to ontologies. We provide a discussion and conclude our paper in Section 4.

2. Basics of ontologies and their roles in education

To make this paper self-contained, we start with a brief review on the basics of ontology.

In information science, an ontology is a formal representation of a set of concepts within a domain and the relationships between those concepts. It is used to reason about the properties of that domain, and may be used to define the domain. Ontologies thus serve as common vocabularies to unite various scientific communities. Ontologies are used to describe real-world concepts and knowledge modeling in a Hierarchical structure. A well known quote from Gruber indicates that an ontology “is a formal explicit specification of a shared conceptualization.” In practice, “shared conceptualization” is widely accepted by many groups of researchers and practitioners.

Ontologies allow for:

- A common shared vocabulary for data normalization;
- Machine interpretable in standardized format;
- Data fusion: integrating information;
- Semantically annotate data with concepts;
- Query, retrieve and Index information semantically;
- Use synonyms for identifying concepts within text;
- And others.

In our view, the role of ontologies as an enabling technique in e-technology in education is two-fold: (1) using ontologies to develop teaching software/tools
and improve teaching; and (2) using ontologies to unify teaching contents for computer science (or IT) education. The first role has been widely acknowledged for some time. For example, in a discussion on Ontology-based E-Education (http://asusrl.eas.asu.edu/ontoEducation/), it has been noted that Ontology has received significant attention in the education community because it makes possible the specification of knowledge including concepts, relationships, classification, and reasoning. Mizoguchi et al. (1997) pointed out that applying ontology to education brings five main advantages, namely: making the education system smart and reflective; delivering explicit knowledge; standardizing vocabulary; ease of communication; and making knowledge reusable. In addition, Breuker and Muntjewerff (1999) proposed the use of ontology in education for indexing and specifying various relationships and structure within the knowledge domain, while Allert et al. (2006) discussed the use of ontologies in learning under the context of knowledge-creation metaphor of learning, which conceptualizes learning and knowing as a social process where people collectively improve their understanding by generating shared knowledge artifacts. However, the second role of ontologies as we identified above, namely, using ontologies to unify learning contents for integrated problem solving, deserves more attention. Below we focus on how to use ontologies as a common theme for integrated problem solving.

3. Sample aspects of ontologies for integrated problem solving

Contributions of ontologies for computer science and IT-related problem solving are due to the following two facts: First, various ontologies such as WordNet (http://wordnet.princeton.edu/) and domain ontologies such as Gene Ontology (http://www.geneontology.org/) are widely available through the Internet, so that they can be used in many applications. Secondly, there are additional e-technology tools to construct domain ontologies on-demand, which can be incorporated into or combined with existing ontologies. Below we describe several course projects involving various aspects of ontologies, which can be viewed as case studies as well:

1. Ontology construction from text;
2. Using ontologies for intelligent information system query answering, such as query relaxation;
3. An ongoing project on knowledge-driven, ontology-guided multi-criteria data mining.

3.1. Domain ontology construction

Typically, ontologies are difficult and labour-intensive to create. In order to acquire domain knowledge needed for ontologies, we need domain experts, as well as domain information. Ontology construction from texts deserves particular attention as they provide the largest source of information on Web. Texts in specific knowledge areas form the domain corpus and provide a model of the domain. These considerations justifies why the concept of “ontologies on demand” is so attractive, because it will allow us to quickly construct domain-specific ontologies for knowledge management.

Our understanding of the overall process for ontology construction from texts is summarized in Fig. 1. Construction of ontologies from text often includes many
complex sub-tasks occurring within a pipe-lined fashion. Initially concept and relationship discovery is first applied to the result obtained from using NLP tools. From there, various discovery algorithms (including lexico-syntactic pattern discovery, Noun-Verb-Noun patterns discovery, word frequency discovery, as well as association rules, etc.) are applied, and are incorporated with seed ontology (or bag of words), to build domain concepts and relationships.

We have instructed students to collect and select avian/swine flu papers in bioinformatics domain, and used Stanford NLP tool to process the texts. We also provide information to students to visually present the obtained ontology by using the open source package Graphviz, which creates images of graphs that are described by the ‘dot’ programming language. Thus in our process, we had to convert concepts into nodes and their relations/connections into arrows described in the dot language syntax. A small part of the result is shown in Fig. 2. This project is important to students, not only because it demonstrates that domain ontology can be constructed by themselves, but also because the obtained results can be used in other projects related to bioinformatics.

3.2. Ontology-guided query relaxation

Query relaxation refers to automatic generalization of the given query to better suit user’s information needs, particularly dealing with the failing query problem: given a query that returns an empty answer, how can one relax the query’s constraints so that it returns a non-empty set of tuples? By generalizing a query to capture “neighboring” information, query relaxation has been an effective means for fully exploit users’ information needs from databases and information retrieval systems.

Similar to query optimization, query relaxation requires a kind of rewriting of the original query. However, although query optimization is aimed at improved system performance, query relaxation is aimed at better user satisfaction for the contents returned; in particular, in case of empty result, the system will try to find an approximate match. Unlike query optimization which makes use of a set of syntactical transformation rules to rewrite original queries, query relaxation pays attention to semantics via background knowledge for query rewriting. Therefore, query relaxation becomes an interesting “showcase” for intelligent query answering.

In a recent student project assignment, students have been asked to investigate one aspect of making use of background knowledge for query relaxation, i.e., the role of using ontology for XML database query relaxation. In particular, we have explored a practical approach which incorporates WordNet with free software Qexo. Rather than reinventing the wheel, we take advantage of publicly available tools to make query relaxation easy to implement. By integrating with WordNet which serves as ontology, the GUI front-end can assist effective XML query relaxation. Here is an example. The user submitted a query and asked for 5 desired answers. However, this query obtained empty results, since the tag proprietor as appeared in the query does not appear in the XML file. To deal with this failed query, the system now invokes WordNet, and based on the synset provided by WordNet, rewrites the original query to rename the node proprietor as owner.
Figure 1. Ontology construct methods from text

Figure 2. Part of ontology constructed

Figure 3. Results for relaxed query
The rewritten query is executed automatically, but with only one result returned. This indicates further query relaxation is still needed. By automatically applying extended value constraint method, the system expands the where clause by adding disjunctives with WordNet synset for “car.” After automatically execute the relaxed query, the system returned 5 results (as shown in Fig. 3), which satisfies the user’s information need.

3.3. Ontology-guided multi-criteria data mining for business intelligence

Recently data mining has widely appeared in computer science curriculum. However, in many cases the data mining course covers basic algorithms and applications. Data mining has been developed, thought vigorously, under rather ad hoc and vague concepts. To remedy these problems, the research of foundations of data mining (FDM) (Tsumoto et al., 2002) is intended to establish a solid mathematical/logical foundation for data mining, to integrate its various functionalities/tasks and related activities, and to make data mining a true scientific and engineering discipline. In particular, we promote to take the multi-objective perspective to examine data mining, because it will not only have the potential of offering new algorithms, but also provide a better understanding about the nature of data mining, an important issue concerned in the sub-area of data mining (FDM).

More importantly, following the lead of Yi and Kou (2008), we have started conducting projects based on a framework of integrating domain knowledge and multi-criteria optimization-based data mining methods, where the three major aspects identified are all firmly based on domain ontologies. Below is a brief description of three student sub-projects (corresponding the three major aspects) originated from the collaboration of our research lab with a major local retail business on enhanced business intelligence (BI):

1. Knowledge-driven feature selection: The domain ontology involves customer shopping behavior and the specific industry involved in this business. Overall, around 70 attributes have been identified, making feature selection a critical step. This sub-project incorporates manually constructed domain ontology, as well as generic ontology (such as WordNet) into several existing feature selection algorithms.

2. Data transformation based on domain knowledge: As noted in Yi and Kou (2007), since multi-criteria optimization methods require strictly numeric inputs, appropriate encoding schemes can affect the final classification results dramatically. For this purpose, the framework develops a set of data transformation rules for multi-criteria optimization methods to guide users find appropriate transformation rules. In this sub-project, the domain ontology as mentioned in (1) is incorporated into these data transformation rules involving different data granularities for conducting data mining at various levels.

3. Expert knowledge-based results interpretation: In order to achieve business users’ requirements, the framework calls for a user interface to facilitate the communication between data miners and domain experts. In our sub-project, the domain ontology, combined with online analytic processing (OLAP) technology, is used as a useful guide for development of visualization and verbal explanations.
4. Discussion and conclusion

In this paper we have focused on using ontologies for E-technology enabled integrated problem solving. Another very important aspect of applying e-technology is learning environment, particularly for virtual learning. In fact, virtual learning environment presents both excellent opportunities as well as exciting new challenges for integrated intelligent problem solving. Due to the complexity of this task, we would conduct it in two major steps: In parallel to the study of integrated intelligent problem solving as reported in this paper, we have also conducted research work related to virtual learning using swarm intelligence (SI) techniques. But the details are not reported here.

In summary, in this paper we discussed the important issue of developing student projects integrated intelligent problem solving, focusing on using general or domain ontologies as a high-level meta-heuristic. We also discussed lessons learned, and relationship with other aspects related to computer science education. We are continuing our effort of guiding student course projects, and we also believe serious efforts must be made for development of integrated problem solving skills.
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